
CLIENT CHALLENGE
Vology provides their clients with Information Technology services including networking systems, 
storage products, and datacenter products to help clients manage their IT services. Vology also 
provides clients with a wide-range of other services geared towards helping them connect, 
integrate, and install new technology. To manage the sales process of acquiring new customers, 
Vology developed a QuickBase application internally to serve as their Customer Relationship 
Management (CRM) system. While the application served it’s purpose and continued to allow 
Vology’s business to grow exponentially, it lacked a few key features that would help increase the 
efficiency of their sales process including simplified opportunity tracking, generating professional 
Statements of Work (SOW), integrating with DocuSign, and automatic project creation.

MCFTECH SOLUTION 
Vology selected MCF Technology Solutions (“MCFTech”) to help take their QuickBase application 
to the next level. MCFTech first conducted virtual discovery sessions with key Vology stakeholders 
to understand their unique business processes and the specific requirements for the project. 
Understanding that a key component of the CRM application was the DocuSign functionality, 
MCFTech first set out to ensure the foundation of the QuickBase application was architecturally sound 

to support an integration. In order 
to mitigate risk, a development 
copy of the existing application 
was made so testing and changes 
would not impact the Vology 
employees working in the current 
CRM application. Small changes 
were made to fields inside 
QuickBase, allowing Vology to track 
opportunities with more accuracy, 
including the ability to add multiple 
resources to an opportunity and 
roll the resource cost and price up 
to an SOW. 

Once a potential client was ready to 
be presented with an SOW, Vology needed a way to stylize text within their QuickBase application, 
and automatically generate a professional looking SOW to present to them for signature. The first 
step in achieving this was the implementation of a JavaScript text editor that allows Vology to stylize 

Vology, located near Tampa, 
FL and with regional offices 
in California, Washington, 
D.C., New York, Texas, and 
Oklahoma, provides their 
clients with a full-range of IT 
solutions and services. These 
services include networking 
systems, datacenter solutions, IT 
installation and service delivery, 
project management, and staff 
augmentation.

Vology also provides clients 
complete managed IT services 
including IT management, cloud, 
and security.

Vology has made the Inc. 
500/5000 fastest growing 
private companies list for nine 
consecutive years.

 For more information, please visit 
their website at: www.vology.com. 
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A JavaScript text editor allows Vology to stylize text within QuickBase 

fields before generating a State of Work
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text within QuickBase fields including adding bullets, bold text, 
and more. Next, MCFTech implemented their Template Builder, 
a Microsoft Word add-in that allows Vology to build professional 
looking templates, and automatically generate them in Word or 
PDF format, filled with data pulled directly from QuickBase. Once 
a potential client is ready to be presented with an SOW, a Vology 
sales representative is able to generate an SOW by clicking a 
“generate SOW” button located on a QuickBase opportunity 
record.  

In an effort to reduce the amount of time between presenting a 
potential client an SOW and receiving a signed copy, MCFTech 
developed an integration with DocuSign, which allows Vology to 
automatically email and capture a potential client’s signature on 
an SOW. Included in this integration is a DocuSign “listener” which 
automatically updates the status of the SOW in QuickBase. For 
example, when the DocuSign envelope has been opened, but not signed, the status in QuickBase displays “delivered.”

Once the SOW has been signed, the CRM application allows Vology to automatically generate a project. A user has to answer two simple 
questions regarding the SOW and the presence of a Purchase Order (PO), and behind-the-scenes logic will pull in information from the 
opportunity record to avoid the re-keying of data from one record to the next.

MCFTech also implemented an integration with Amazon S3 document storage solution which allows Vology to store business critical 
documents in Amazon’s cloud, and pulls back a document link to the QuickBase record. With this integration, the user-experience of 
uploading documents remains mostly unchanged, but provides Vology with the flexibility, scalability, and affordability of Amazon’s cloud 
storage solution. 
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Vology’s objectives were to increase the overall 
efficiency of their CRM by making small changes 
to the application as well as several integrations 
to help reduce the time of the overall sales cycle. 
By making small changes to the application 
structure, Vology was able to present clients with 
an accurate SOW by adding multiple resources 
to a project, and rolling up an accurate cost to 
present to potential clients. The implementation 

of a JavaScript text editor and Template 
Builder reduced the amount of time 

Vology’s sales staff spent preparing, 
editing, and creating SOW’s to 
present to clients. An integration 
with DocuSign reduced the 
amount of time sales staff spent 
checking agreement statuses, and 

an alternative document storage 
solution with Amazon S3 allows for 

increased flexibility as Vology continues 
to grow.

ABOUT MCFTECH THE BENEFITS
MCF Technology Solutions delivers Services, Strategy, and Products to business customers 
worldwide. We focus on the successful development, deployment, and support of Business 
Applications for diverse teams. We believe the best solutions come from a sound business 
understanding and the thoughtful application of technology. Our Business-First approach ensures 
a high-level of collaboration with our clients and results that satisfy the organizational needs. As 
a modern, virtual company, MCFTech provides resources and services in the Americas, Europe, 
Africa, Asia, Australia, and the Middle East. Our global footprint includes deployments in more 
than twenty countries as well as systems that touch nearly every corner of the business world.

We utilize a proven methodology, dubbed the “The MCF Way,” which has led to 
hundreds of successful engagements. It is an iterative, customer-centered 
methodology based on extensive experience with leading software 
development, business process, and project management practices such 
as Lean, Six-Sigma, Agile, and PRINCE2®. This methodology allows our 
expert teams to deliver technical solutions to the world’s top companies. 
We bring the best value to help our clients achieve flexibility, collaboration, 
and intelligence in adapting to a changing global marketplace.

We believe that the best solutions are born out of sound business 
understanding combined with the skilled application of technology. Why 
accept anything but exactly what you need from a software application? You 
shouldn’t! Contact MCFTech today to find out more.

With just a few clicks, Vology sends a professionally formatted and fully complete 

SOW to a potential client for review and signature via DocuSign


